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Rebars and L-brackets
secure ornamentation such
as obelisks (above right)
and finials that had been
removed in the 1920s.The
lobby interior and a
coffered ceiling above the
staircase leading to the
banquet hall (opposite, left
and top right) were cleaned
and repainted. Vaulting in
the 575-seatbanquet hall
(opposite lower right)
conceals new air
conditioning.

Freedom Tower
Miami, Florida
R. J. Heisenbottle Architects
After restoring Miami's venerable Freedom Tower to the condition it had been in before it was last abandoned,architect
Richard Heisenbottlereceivedquite a few accolades.The building's stucco exterior had been repaired, its original wood windows had been re-created, and its 800-poundfront doors rebuilt.
The l?-story structure once again looked like the Biscayne
Boulevard landmark that many Miamians remembered. But
Heisenbottle wasn't finished. His goal was to turn the clock all
the way back to 1925, the year the tower first opened.
Today the Freedom Tower is something of a surprise-an
old friend that looks so good we hardly recognize it. What is
new for most people in Miami are many of the elaborate details, especiallythe 73 obelisks and eight finials that had been
removed over the vears. Much of this ornament had been
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stripped off in 1927 after a hurricane raised doubts about its
safety. "The obelisks and finials were the building's lost
crown," says Heisenbottle.
Originally designed by Schultze and Weaver as an interpretation of the Giralda bell tower in Seville, the building served as
home to the Miami Daily Netts until 195? and then as a
processing center for Latin American refugees in the 1960s
(when it earned the name Freedom Tower). From 19?4 until
renovation began in 1987, the building lay vacant and prey to
vandals. The tower now awaits office tenants, while the main
floor serves as a banquet facility.
Using original drawings and old photographs, Heisenbottle
repaired (and in some cases reconstructed) exterior features
such as a cast-iron transom and balcony, quatrefoil windows,
and the copper-claddome and cupola. Inside the building, a
destroyed mural was replaced with a replica, new mechanical
systems were tucked behind the banquet hall's vaults, and steel

was repairedthroughout the structure.
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